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1. Introduction

At this time, we believe that hadrons are composed of constituent

particles called quarks, in a color field. Color is the "charge" that the

quarks carry, and QCD (quantum chromodynamics) is the theory that describes how

the quarks interact. QGD provides a description of the strong interaction. We

begin by discussing how the experimental evidence forced QCD upon us.

It is interesting to begin by contrasting the development of

theories of the strong Interaction with the development of theories of the

electroweak interaction. Electroweak theory has developed with a "standard

model" always In mind, (from Fermi's beta decay through QED). Experimental-

ists have looked to verify the current "standard model". As more data became

available, the standard model vas simply modified and extended, i.e., Fermi's

theory was extended to include Gamow-Teller transitions etc

In the case of strong interaction theory, in contrast, there has

never been a "standard model". Initially, protons and neutrons were the

elementary constituents. Later there were meson exchanges and pion clouds.

Still later, quarks and color fields were proposed. Rather than extending old

models of strong interactions, completely new Ideas supplanted the old.

Theorists have been dragged kicking and screaming Into the real world.

Hadron physics today is much like superconductivity was In the

1950's. In the 50's, everyone believed that the fundamental description of

superconductivity was contained In QED. Unfortunately though, the QED

description of condensed matter was so complex that you could not actually

calculate anything from first principles. BCS theory finally came along to

tell us how to calculate, but still not from first principles and the QED

Lagranglan.



In the case of hadron physics, we have QCD as a description of the

fundamental strong interaction. But like condensed matter physics with QED in

the 1950's, it is too complicated to allow us to calculate anything very well.

We need some type of model that approximates QCD to get properties of the

theory out.

2. Indications of the Existence of Quarks

The ratios of the nuclear magnetic moments of the proton and neutron

gave an early indication that the proton and neutron were not elementary

particles, but were actually composite.

Let us assume that the proton and neutron are composite particles,

composed of constituents called quarks. Assume that p and n are composites of

3 quarks each in the following way:

p = uud

n = ddu

where u and d are quarks with the following properties

.. .. 2
u up q = + — e 1 = 1/2

d "down" q = - - e 1 = 1/2

The u and d quarks form an isospin doublet. Let us calculate the ratio of the

magnetic moments of the proton and neutron. Under the assumption that the

proton and neutron are composites in the way described, the magnetic moment

may be defined for the proton or neutron as



y = J \j S i is sum over quarks

1 = 1

where u* Is the magnetic moment of the i t n quark and £ is the spin of the i t h

quark. We have assumed that there is no contribution due to the orbital

motion of the quarks (i.e. we have essentially put them in the I = 0 s-state).

In the case of the proton and neutron, there are only two types of

quarks, so

u = u S + u • S
u u d d

where

Uu is the magnetic moment of the u quark

U, is the magnetic moment of the d quark

S is the total spin of all the u quarks

S is the total spin of all the d quarks

The ratio of the proton magnetic moment to the neutron magnetic moment is

given by

U <pt|u S + u, S |p+>
p _ ' u zu d zd'
n <n + | u S + \i, S ,|nt>

where ' u z u d zd'

S is the z component of the u quark spin

S is the z component of the d quark spin
Zu

The isospin properties of p and n, and u and d, can be used to rewrite Ihe

ratio as



V <p+|u S + u S
p I u zu d zd I

Un <p+|p. S + v S |pt>r I d 2u u zd1

If we make the additional assumption that the magnetic moment of each quark, is

simply given by the charge of the quark times some fundamental moment,

with u as the fundamental moment, we can rewrite the ratio again as

V <p+|2S - S
p _ I zu
U

S
zu zd

2S - S
zd zu

It Is convenient for our purposes to rearrange this expression as

y
p _
U

+ S .)+•=• (S - S .)|pO
zu zd 2 v zu zd I

n <p + |-̂  (S + S .) - -r (S - S ,) P+>
' 2 zu zd 2 zu zd

with

< P + l l ( S z u + S z d > l P + >

lpt>

we get

*n 4 2 S



and define

<P + H zu

as

- S ,)
zu zd

to get a simpler expression

p 4 2 zu zd
«- =5 -= JJ

"n T - i <(S - S )>
4 2 zu zd

Using the Wigner-Eckart Theorem (see Quantum Mechanics, Merzbacher, p. 403)

(V.J) J
z<V > =

z

this allows us to write

- S ) • J> J

~ Sd> • (S^u + ^ (Su

\ (J

_3
4

9 9 94 <s - s^
3 u d



Since there is only one spin y d quark in a proton, Sd = —. But the two spin

— u quarks in a proton can be coupled either to S = 0 or S = 1. Ordinary

Fermi statistics would suggest S = 0 . But the quark model wave function used

is chosen for other reasons to have Su = 1. For this wave function

f [2" b -1

while for

•i 1 l
<(S - S ) > = ± [ - f] = - -

u d z 3 A 2

With this final piece of information, we can calculate the numerical value of

the ratio of the proton magnetic moment to the neutron magnetic moment. For

the Su = 1 wave function

1 3 5

i-

Experimental value

-2- - 1.46

The Su = 0 wave function would give —^ = - _ In strong disagreement with
n

experiment. So we see reasonably good agreement between the experimental

result and a constituent quark picture, (with quarks however that seem to

isolate Fermi statistics).



But why did it take so long to notice that such a construction could

be made? (The u and u were found quite early, they appeared in Bethe's book

Elementary Nuclear Theory, copyright 1947!). The reason that no one noticed

this is that no one would think to take the ratio of u and vn- Originally,

\in and u we<:e decomposed as

= W a c + fn(8)

f(g) is the anomalous moment due to the strong interaction and is a function

of the strong interaction coupling constant g. Originally, physicists took

ratios of the f(g)'s, hoping to learn about the strong interaction.

Let us review what we have accomplished at this point. By intro-

ducing a constituent quark picture of the proton and neutron, we have been

able to predict the ratio of the magnetic moments in a reasonably simple and

straightforward way. But in achieving this we have also lost something too.

We have been forced to introduce strange new fundamental particles with

fractional charges and peculiar statistics. At this point, it is interesting

to compare our situation with a picture of nuclear forces. This comparison

will lead us to requiring color as a new "charge".

Let us look at nuclear forces in a slightly different way. Imagine

that we only know of Even A, I = 0 nuclei. We would, in this case, assume

that the deuteron is a fundamental particle. However, experiments indicated a

structure for the deuteron. We might propose it to be a composite particle,

being composed of two new and strange particles that are more fundamental and

are called nucleons. Initially, we would be in a quandary though. Since the

charge of the deuteron is +le, we would naturally suppose that the charge of

the nucleon is + — e. The quandary arises when we try to construct the



deuteron out of two identical nucleons with + — e in a SQ state. Symmetry

considerations forbid this for identical fermions. So the nucleon appears to

have fractional charge and peculiar statistics.

But we might postulate that there is, in fact, a new degree of

freedom such that there are two nucleons with the property

New Degree of Freedom Label Charge

red p +le

blue n Oe

There is an SU(2) "color" symmetry, if the deuteron is a "color singlet",

antisymmetric in color, it must be symmetric in space and spin. This solves

the statistics problem. This "color" of course is what we call isospin or

flavor in nuclear physics.

Let us now consider quarks with three colors in addition to the

space, spin and isospin degrees of freedom.

By requiring the three quarks in the nucleon to be "color singlet"

in the SU(3) color group, we require total symmetry of space, spin S, and

total isospin I, we get

L = 0 color singlets (from symmetry considerations)

2" S = -r Nucleon

S - 1b 2
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baryons are composed of 3 quarks. We assume effective two-body interactions

between the quarks. With this assumption, a simple shell model mass formula

may be written,

m(H) = I m + I - 7 — 1 U + V + ...
X ij J -1

sum over quarks

where

m., quark masses

a. spin matrices

U,i interaction potential

V. , interaction potential

f.. flavor dependent parameter

\

We consider the flavor dependence and spin dependence of baryon and meson

masses

3.1 Flavor dependence

Let us begin by considering the mass differences chosen to cancel

the configuration of the spin-dependent term. For baryons, we obtain

M. - M.T = 177 MeV = m - m
AN S U

whe re

Myy A mass m strange quark mass

M^ Nucleon mass m up quark mass
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Similarly for mesons

I- [M . - M 1 + [Mv - M ] = m - m = 180 MeVA l .* p K TT s u
rC

where

M *
K

MP

MK

M
IT

*

K

P

K

1T

mass

mass

mass

mass

The difference in mass between the strange quark and the up quark is essen-

tially the same in both baryons and mesons.

3.2 Spin dependence

Now let us look at additional baryon systems. For the systems Z

and t*+, S = 1/2, S = 3/2 . !

M(E*+) -MU +) - f

where Vab denotes the interaction between two quarks with flavors ab and in

the state of spin S. In this mass difference, the only spin dependent terms

result from the u-s interactions in different spin states.

Similarly, for the E, = system

M (= ) - M(=) = j (V"5 - V^S) = M(E ) - M(E)

these systems lead us to consider the AN system again
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-M(N) = f

| (2M(I*) + M(E*) - 3M(A))

307 MeV = 294 MeV

so a constituent quark picture gives reasonable results. We might also

compare ratios for baryons

M - M., f
A N Su . __

* I uu

and for mesons

M - M
P *

* - M uu

The consistency of these results leads us to believe that the constituent

quark model applies to baryons and mesons alike.

4. Additional Evidence of Substructure ... the Antiproton

So far we have seen that the constituent quark picture, using a

shell model, gives good agreement with known masses and magnetic moments. The

antiproton also gives us some evidence of substructure. The relevant question

to be asked is, "What would we see?" In pp annihilation, we see a mean

multiplicity of about 5 IT'S- However, if p is elementary, the statistical

multiplicity of TT'S is between 2 and 3, rather than the observed value of 5.

What is happening here - the p has a substructure of quarks. Furthermore, if

the p is fundamental, pp annihilation should produce a virtual photon and then
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e+e~ pairs of a rate given by QED calculations for point particles. But this

is not observed. We observe pions. And why again, so many plons?

A simple explanation of the number of pions in pp annihilation

experiments comes from the constituent quark model of the p and the p. The

quarks simply rearrange themselves, and a simple "back of the envelope"

calculation gives a multiplicity of 5.25 pions, vhich agrees roughly with

experiment.

4.1 Quark rearrangement

Begin by assuming, as before, that the proton and now the p are

composed of 3 quarks, and 3 antiquarks respectively. The quarks will

rearrange themselves in the following manner

3q + 3q + 3 mesons

The qq is either in a singlet or triplet state. There is a 3:1 statistical

favoring of the triplet state (vector meson) over the singlet state (pseudo-

scalar meson). We neglect isoscalar mesons, and assume that the pseudoscalar

meson is always a plon, and the vector meson is always a p, which gives an

extra pion when it decays. So we always get at least 3 pions from annihila-

tion, and we get an additional pion from every p meson produced. Now we can

work through the numbers.

The probability of producing a p over the TT shows the statistical

favoring

p(p) = T probability for a p

p(ir) = T- probability for a r
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now consider the following cases: The 3n decay gives no additional pions.

The probability is given by

The pTrrt case gives one additional n. The probability of this case is

3 1 2 9
p(pTnr) = 3(-) (4") = 54" 4 pions

for the case of pp-n, we get 2 additional pions. The probability is

p(ppn) = 3(—) (-) = 3 x — 5 pions

and finally, we might get ppp. This produces 3 additional pions. The

probability of producing ppp is

t ^ A 3 27 c ,
P(PPP) = (4") = ^ 6 pions

the mean multiplicity in this simple model is given by

pions - E P n sum over all the above decay modes

where

so

probability of a particular mode

the number of resultant pions

# pions = (-—) x 3 + (g|) x 4 + (~) x 5 + (|£) x 6 = 5.25 pions.
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4.2 The Fermi-Yang-Sakata model

Another result of pp annihilation was the demise of the now for-

gotten Fermi-Yang-Sakata model. A natural model with SU(3) symmetry was the

old Fermi-Yang model of the pion as a nucleon, antinucleon pair, extended by

Sakata to the strange particles by including the K with the two nucleons as

fundamental. Some of the interactions that we might see in the Sakata model

are

_> [ ( _ (Disconnected)
A

This process is forbidden by unitary symmetry. It should also be strongly

suppressed by the OZI rule ... it is a disconnected diagram.

Observation of all three of these processes with equal frequency

killed the Fermi-Yang-Sakata model.

5. Tiie Existence of Color

So far, experimental data has forced us to the constituent quark

picture. More data will forra us towards QGD, (colored quarks, gluons).

5.1 The saturation problem

The problem of saturation is well known to nuclear physicists.

Saturation leads us to the existence of colored quarks in the study of quark-

quark interactions.
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Take the reaction

d + H + n + a gain in energy

(attractive force of 3 nucleons in H on the proton in the deuteron is

stronger than the force of the one neutron in the deuteron). So why not

meson + baryon -*• q + qqqq

Why doesn't this reaction occur like the aforementioned nuclear reaction?

Why aren't two pions bound? How does this work — if qq and qq

forces are attractive, why do we only see bound qq and qqq systems. Let us

begin by considering a naive model.

5.2 Naive model

In this first naive case, we assume that q and q are heavy, and the

binding energy cancels the mass

meson qq 1 interaction 2 masses cancelled

baryon qqq 3 interactions 3 masses cancelled

this leads us to

v(qq) = j vCqq)

At this point it is instructive to return to our picture of nuclear physics

where the deuteron is a fundamental particle and all nuclei have S = 0. The

question to ask is how do we have deuteron states and get no bound multi-
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nucleon states with I other than 0? The answer to this question parallels the

explanation of how bound qqq and qq systems are related to color.

Let us begin by postulating that the nucleons interact through the

exchange of a p vector meson. For identical nucleon, e.g. protons

the pp interaction is attractive the pp interaction is repulsive

The interaction that we are considering may be written formally for the

general two-nucleon case as

where T is isospin, so for

I = 1

and

1 = 0

pp = + 72 (I - °)
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Now consider the N-particle system, where the interaction may be written

where

T isospin operator for particle i

U interaction potential.

The expectation value of the interaction V can be vriccen as

I (Tt • Tj) <u> - I (Ti • T ^ <u>
»3

Y CZ T± - Z Tj) <u> - I (?. • T.) <u>

= 2" I (I +1) <u> - n ̂  <u>

where I = £ T, is the total isospin, <u> denotes <U > assumed to be

Independent of u and j, and n is the number of particles.

The lowest state, 1 = 0 gives us the interaction energy of the

ground state of the n-particle system

V(n) = n |- <u> => V(2) = |

V is proportional to n, the number of particles. It is this proportionality

to n that is responsible for the saturation of the deuteron. You do not "gain

anything" (in binding energy per particle) by going to larger 1 = 0 systems

over 11/2 deuterons.
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So we see that pp and pp are both attractive in the Isosinglet ...

this leads to isoscalar mesons, the deuteron, and nothing further.

This example leads us to color and quarks. It shows us that if the

system ~.r. .• Includes two colors, we only get qq baryons and mesons, with no

strongly bound multiquark states. But look at quark-quark interactions in a 3

color system. The quarks interact via the exchange of a vector particle we

will call a gluon, reminiscent of the nuclear case where two nucleons interact

by exchanging p mesons. In the gluon case though, there are 8 states of the

colored gluon (for the p with only 2 colors, there were only 3 states of the

mediating particle p° and charge changing p' and p~).

For the three color system, there are 6 color changing gluons (like

p ) and 2 non-color changing gluons (like p°). Diagrammatically this is

CHANGES TO

RED ^ > WHITE

\\ • ft
\\ NO CHANGE / /

CHANGES T0\\ • //CHANGES TO

BLUE

In general, for n colors, there are n^-1 gauge bosons. Like in our nuclear

physics example, we can write out the interaction as

F\,

where U is an interaction and F is the color operator (this is isosptn In the

two color case we discussed). Then
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(F +1

-8

+2

-4

state
designation

octet

singlet

sextet

triplet

8 states of octet qq

qq

qq

qq

Note that the antisymmetric color triplet state of two quarks has half of the

interaction of the color singlet quark-antiquark system, again giving V(qq) -

1/2 V(qq)- The designation of the 3 color system reduces to singlet and

triplet in the 2 color system. Following our previous example, we rewrite V

<V> = ~ (V F, • IF,) <U> - Y F, . F <u>= T a F • i F J <«> - i Fi • Fi
i j i

= -T; C <u> - nc <u>

C is the Casimir operator, whose minimum is 0 in the singlet state.

When you have made singlet states, states other than 3q, baryons and

qq mesons gain no binding energy. It takes no energy to pull larger systems

apart into the 3q and qq singlet states. We observe larger multiquark systems

(nuclei) but they result from much smaller and finer effects.

5.3 Masses of baryons and mesons

The mass of the baryons and mesons in the 3 color constituent quark

model can now be calculated. We begin with the baryons. The Hamiltonian is

Tl + T2 + T3 + V12 + V13 + V23
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T is the kinetic energy, V is the quark interaction and M is the quark mass.

For the mesons

2

H = T , + 2V,n = T, + T. + 2V._ + 2M -
(PX+P2)

m rel 12 xl ' X2 ' "'12 "' AM

where we have used the result V(qq) = •=• V(qq), and subtracted the kinetic

energy of center of mass motion. Make the ansatz that the exact solution of

the baryon wave function is known and is given by ijjg. That is ...

Mr, is baryon mass

Using this solution as a trial wave function for mesons using the variational

principle

<T >
Mm * ̂ B K I V

 = 2 <Ti> + 2<Vij> + 2M -

2 < T >B

To estimate <T>B we use the v i r i a l theorem and the simple logarithimic

potent ial used to f i t the experimental charmonium spectrum

2vij = Uo ! l n ( r / ro ) uo = ~733 MeV

<T > U
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To compare these results with experiment we use spin-averaged meson and baryon

masses

| [MN + M&] = 1 0 8 5 MeV

M = T M + 7 M = 6 1 3 MeV
m 4 p A IT

the predicted meson mass is

<T >

M < I M_ 1- = 633 MeV
m 3 B 6

The difference in the two values is approximately 20 MeV and the inequality is

in the right direction. The mass calculated from the colored quark picture is

of the right order of magnitude. We see also that the effective masses of the

quarks in baryons and mesons are different.

A better approximation for the mass is obtained if we allow the

sizes of the baryons and mesons to be different. This is known as a scale

approximation. We still take

but now we include a scale parameter K chosen to minimize <H >. Using the

same method as before, with the same potential, but including a size dependent

parameter, we obtain

M = \ Mn - 106 = 617 MeVm Jo
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Begin by considering states composed of qq pairs (the mesons)

{|rr> + bb> + jgg>}

r, b, g are the three colors. For a general number of colors

where £ is the sum over N colors- We could now study how the number of colors

affects various physical quantities. Consider a color changing interaction.

A simple example is a one-gluon-exchange between q and q pairs

C

The matrix element for this process is

t I VJ U
qc.Qc,>

Since U is a color changing operator (gluon exchange) the sum yields N2 terms
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This result does depend on the number of colors. If we are interested in

meson-meson scattering, we need to calculate

g

To do this problem we will use an expansion for large N (the large N limit)

such that

2
g + 0 but g N is fixed

N + °°

(note: Modern Critical Phenomena by Ma contains a nice discussion on how 1/N

expansions work)

2
g N is fixed for bound mesons

2
g + 0 leads to noninteracting mesons

This large N limit was first presented in the Les Houches Lectures (no

refereed journal would take it at the time!). Since then it has been

"rediscovered" for work in QCD where it is used to make 1/N expansions to

calculate qualitative features.

But how well does all of this work for baryons? It turns out that

the properties of baryons do not come out easily, and care must be taken in

the large N limit. There has been a resurgence of soliton solutions, as well

as pion fields, as descriptions of baryons. We must study how these kinds of

approaches to baryons preserve the idea that baryons and mesons are made of

the same stuff.

But let us get back to our initial task cf looking at observables

that depend on color or the number of colors. While we have demonstrated that
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quantities may be dependent on the number of colors, we have not seen how to

extract N from the observables considered. We will study this now, beginning

with the process of annihilation. Consider

, e+ e~

vr* + ( a ± + v

'IT

f\/WW\ 7

l/vww y
axial vector current

To consider these processes, we need to calculate

<I|HJ 0> (color independent) = — ),
/N c

0>

(meson)

which becomes

<q q | j 0>
c c I

If J is a color singlet operator that changes the number of quark factors

involving the number of colors appear. The decay width Is proportional to the
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square of the matrix element.

Vc

thus the decay width gives a way to find N experimentally if we can calcul? e

<q q J 0>

For ir decay, this matrix element is calculated from the triangle diagram

em

Www Jem

First reca l l that

| TT°> = — [uu - dd]

with this we calculate the triangle diagram

<0 J TTXTT J J 0> = N1 to 1 ! em em

J operator is for n + p u

Jem Jem ° P e r a t o r s for n * YY

N is the number of colors
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The rate goes as the matrix element squared, so production rates go as N .

The e e~ reaction rate does as N (matrix element is proportional to

Using this, we can construct the ratio of rates

Ratio
tj(e e > x)

. + - + -.
cf(e e + \i \i

This gives us a second example that exposes N. Once we know Q and Q,, we can

see the color factors. In the first example, TT decay, we can see

<0
em

J |o> = N [Q2 - Q,] = N f(Q +
i em I u Hd J -x^u u " %»

but by isospin 0 - Qd = Q - Q where Q is the proton charge, Q is the

neutron charge. Furthermore, the deuteron can be said to have 2N quarks N up

quarks and N down quarks. Using this, we can see that

N(Q + Q,) = NQ + NQ = C)
u d ii d deut

which allows us to write

N[(Q u +Q d)(Q u-Q d)] = Q d e u t

Q d e u t, Q and Q n are independent of N. If N were one, p and n are fundamental

- they .ire quarks. In this hypothetical case, the triangle diagram becomes

em

VWWV Jem
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One other color dependent quantity is the one gluon exchange description of a

meson decay into two mesons

S uI*2 * 3 >
is a color singlet state

I{I2,I(J, are color singlets

1 7 A I <Vc|8
2«hc.qc.qc-qc..>

Feynman diagram

SINGLET

SINGLET

For the case c = c1 = c"

The number of colors serve to supress the one gluon exchange. Baryons show

similar color dependencies. They can be viewed in the following way
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In order to annihilate, a q must find a q of the same color. In a baryon,

this probability of this occurring goes as 1/N.

6. Hadron Masses and the Hyperfine Interaction

Let us take another look at calculating hadron masses.

Specifically, we look at the "hyperfine" interactions

s = 3/2 s = 1/2

Mp -

The differences between these different spin particles result from terms that

resemble the hyperfine interaction In atomic physics

2
a are the Pauli spin matrices for quarks

mi ' mj

use the reduced wave function

U = nj;

and the Schroedinger equation

2
—2 = v "̂ T V is the effective quark-quark Interaction

V

like in atomic physics

mass term
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in this case, choose a V that confines

V = K r
c

3r Kc

this allows us to make an evaluation without knowing the wave functions.

Using all of these ideas allows us to construct the hyperfine interaction

,+ +

< VHP >
m m

m. .

where m. . is the reduced mass. For the potential that we are considering,

this gives, to a good approximation

Mp ~ \P K D

we recall that (from considerations in atomic physics)

= CK

' i j

where u is the potential. This leads us to the following expression for mass

splitting due to the hyperfine interaction in baryons,

W1 U2CK
T -r <cos6_ + cosG. T -

l L d r . , 1 3r

13.

13
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7. More Exotic Quark Systems

By taking a nuclear physics approach to the substructure of a

nucleon, we get surprisingly good agreement. Use of the color degree of

freedom refines these results.

Because of the success of this approach, it is reasonable to

continue in the same way when studying more exotic quark states.

We approach these problems using the deuteron model described

before. This is the classic approach used by Yang and Mills, where isospin is

like color, let us begin with a few comments on isospin.

Isospin symmetry is broken by the electromagnetic interaction. If

the isospin symmetry was not a broken symmetry, there would be no way of

discerning protons from neutrons ... they would be degenerate states. Yang

and Mills took these considerations of symmetry further. Begin by considering

a transformation (j>(x) such that all observables remain unchanged under

(abelian)

For non-abelian theories, iji(x) Is a complex, multivariable quantity that

transforms non-trivially, (this transformation is known as a local gauge

transformation). Take an example, isospin and the nuclear wave function

1T»S
e

According to Pauli, If isospin Is a non-abelian transformation, even if

Isospin is a good symmetry we can s t i l l discern a difference between pp and pn

systems. Take a proton and a neutron that we spacially separated,

n p
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The non-abelian transformation operates different at different points in

space. However, problems develop. If isospin is a good symmetry, we can

define a direction in isospin space and call it p. But how can we connect

space and tsospin? There is no way of defining a direction in isospin space

and saying it is "the same" direction in all of space time.

We also get into trouble when we try to define a singlet state for

spacially separated nuclei.

p p singlet

n n singlet

These states cannot ocar at the same time (the propagation time must be

greater than zero). What is really going on is the emission of vector bosons.

p + n

When we apply a transformation (local gauge transformation) like before, we

will rotate the fermions and the vector bosons. This leads to problems. A

great deal of work has been done on local gauge transformation using lattice

gauge theories. Some progress has been made, and QED is an example. Take for

example, the charge observed on a particle, QED gives us the picture

vacuum polarization

screening cloud

w, U
part ic le w i th negative bare charge
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A particle with some bare charge Is surrounded by a screening cloud

that results from polarizing the vacuum. Outside the cloud we see that one

photon exchange describe the electromagnetic interaction. QED is an abelian

theory - the e may emit photons but the photons carry no charge, so they do

not screen. QCD is a non-abelian gauge theory. QCD vector bosons (the

gluons) carry "charge" so they can act to screen. Furthermore, unlike

photons, gluons may emit other gluons. A nuclear physics example clarifies

this point further

qq pairs form to screen p screening cloud of qq

pairs (like QED)

p goes to a n p states,

with p forming the cloud.

screening

anti-screening

different from QED

Which effect dominates (screening vs anti-screening) depends on the number of

quark flavors. If the number of flavors gets large, asymptotic freedom

disappears. Using the same example of n p , we can see how confinement might

come about. Consider the diagram
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Because of this proliferation the "force" goes up} so we get confinement.

Lattice calculations begin with the philosophy: "we know asymtotic

freedom, so ignore short distance effects. Define the field at a number of

discreet space time points, and try to obtain long-range effects". For

example, place two quarks at the same distance from each other

First, solve the field equations, and then find the interaction, as a function

of separation. It turns out that the interaction goes as:

1/r short distance

r long distances

This type of result has been very successful in describing mesons and baryons,

but useless for higher number multiquark systems.

Using simple potentials has allowed us to obtain some basic

features, (saturation, "neutral" hadrons). The question is how to go

further. One might begin by looking at an analogy in molecular physics

dipole field
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The result from this picture is a Van der Waals interaction between molecules.

Can this picture describe nucleon-nucleon interactions, or other multiquark-

multiquark physics?

QCD is different from a dipole field. The color field is confined

in a flux tube - it is not like the molecular case

q q
a

\

9

"q

the qq pairs must get close together to interact. When the pairs do get

clfose we could get a flip

q

q

q •

flip

For example TT tr + -rr w i s a case of

u

d

u

d

(the states q q

and

q • - — - • q

are degenerate
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*color *

= Xcolor

We cannot do this for snore than 3 quarks though. We cannot write an effective

potential. For example, take a 4q system. The wave function of a 4q system

is a 2x2 matrix in color space. This wave function is not gauge invariant if

we transform only the quarks. The requirement of transforming quarks and

gluons makes writing an effective interaction difficult. Even a confining

potential is unphysical since as q's are separated, a qq pair is formed.

8. A Study of Multiquark Systems

So there are many difficulties involved in extrapolating what we

know in the qq and qqq cases to higher number multiquark systems. There are

new effects that we cannot calculate. Now we will try to overcome some of

these difficulties to get quantitative or semiquantitative results. First,

let us begin by reviewing why multiquark systems are exotic and weakly

bound. To do this let us begin with a potential model that is like the p

exchange model formerly used for the deuteron. The potential is of the form

<u> = I x • x. <u( r < .)>3 J

= j C(N) - n C(3)

where X's are the operators for color (analogous to a's for angular momentum),

C is a constant, n is the number of particles.
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What we obtain from such a potential model is a binding energy that

is proportional to the number of particles, so the mass of a hadron is

proportional to the number of quarks. This result was first found by Nambu.

Nambu supposed that hadrons are bound by one gluon exchange, and arrived at

the hadron mass formula:

Any multiquark system will simply break up into

of 31 a n d W sets.

M(H) = a0 nq(H)

M(qq) = 2m0
 a

Before going onto look at more multiquark systems, it is useful to review some

angular momentum algebra. Recall:

J2 = J2
 + J

2
 + J

2

x y z

2
J ty <= j(j+l)i|» J is the total angular momentum J » J. + J.

\ [JT(JT+D - j ^ ^ + D - J2(j2+D]

this standard algebra may be generalized to M bodies

1 i V v 2 ,

V °j = 2 ( J °i' aj ~ ' ai"

a I o - I o }
j J 1

but
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cr = 2S S: total spin

I V oi -\ {(2S)
2 - I ap

and recall

o
Y a = 3N N is the number of particles
L i

so finally, the N body generalization is

a.' a. = rr {(2S)2 - 3N}
1 i 2

= -=- {4S(S+1) - 3N}

This is an example of the group SU(2). With the example of angular momentum

as a guide, we can now look at different groups. Let us begin by looking at

the group of transformations

u + d (or p + n)

there are four possible transformations

u •*• d Number of transformations

u + u identity: 1

d + u operators: 3

d + d total: 4
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The number of operators for SU(n) is given by n" - 1. This treatment may be

generalized to n states. For example: quarks with spin

ut

if there are n states:

2
n

1

2
n ~

1

transitions

is an identity

operators

For all of these cases we can make the same kind of construction. By taking

the sum of the squares of all of the generators, you get an operator like J~

that commutes with all the operators, and has eigenvalues determined by the

appropriate Lie algebra. One can do this with SU(3). Begin with the

2
generators of SU(3) and construct a quantity analogous to J , and find its

eigenvalues. Structurally all of the groups work the same way in this

respect. For SU(3)

u = 2.? xi xj < u > " 7 a i * y

y {C(N) - n C(3)} U - j C(3)

here C(N) is the eigenvalue of the Casimir operator. The singlet state value

for C is 0. (Note: compare the expression above to the angular momentum

case.)



8.1 Multiguark systems from hadrons

How do we use our present knowledge? There are several multiquark

systems to consider:

(1) "a" particle 4q all in the same s state 2-body interaction taken

from ordinary hadrons.

(2) deuteron A weakly bound set of quarks, short-range

potential., a large fraction of the time, q's exist

as mesons outside the range of the potential.

(3) Q = Q ^ A. system of heavy quarks (Q) and light quarks (q).

The dynamics may be separated, avoiding problems

with color.

Now let us consider these systems in greater detail.

"a" particle. Consideration of the a particle uses the dominance of

the color magnetic field. The color electric field saturates and does not

give strongly bound states. The color magnetic field is not saturated, and is

large. For example:

Color magnetic: M A ~ MN = 3 0° M e V

Color electric: Binding energy of 2H = 2.2 MeV

The color magnetic force results from one gluon exchange, while color electric

forces require more gluons- In light of these considerations, it is

reasonable to neglect the color electric force with respect to the color

magnetic for d's and deuterons. Consider N-N interactions. We observe:

a) Short-range repulsion

b) Long-range interaction described by one pion exchange (OPE)

c) Intermediate attraction
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OPE. One pion exchange is not described by six quark dynamics. A

pion is a pion, whether we discuss quarks or not

Repulsive core. Can the Pauli principle explain the repulsive

core? If p and n are considered to be fundamental, the Pauli principle does

not apply to them, as they are distinguishable particles. Perhaps though, by

applying Pauli's principle to quarks that compose protons and neutrons, we can

arrive at a repulsive core.

This question is an open one. Can the quant itative behavior be

explained? This question is important when considering six quark dibaryons.

Intermediate attraction. Can quarks and a 2-body potential produce

this interaction?.

The Feynman diagrams that we might consider are:

Direct Interaction!

This diagram gives no contribution,

(between color singlets - the gluon

octet cannot couple)

Two Gluons

Two gluon exchange
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Exchange interaction

A one gluon exchange wi *"h

a quark exchange

The exchange interaction involves the overlap of wave functions, a

nd does not give long-range forces. It is sensitive to the wave function

tails and is difficult to calculate.

Now consider quark matter a particles (real a particles). a's are

thought of as 4 nucleons, but could be considered a system of 12 quarks. The

Pauli principle does not prevent this. But we must deal with Pauli,

Heisenberg, and Fermi all at the same time (uncertainty principle, hyperfine

splitting). Consider

Pauli Fermi
, +4.

U T U + U + A +
j, , , color singlet

A +

A +

When we put everything together we get A's. It also costs us 1200 MeV to put

4 nucleons together (by hyperfine). While |n+> and |p+> can occupy the same

state, when we look at the quarks

|d+d+u+> u+u4-d+>

we get:
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3 colors couple to a color singlet

3 d's antisymmetric in color A

3 U's antisymmetric in color A

We get A's again. Only 1/9 of the nucleon configurations in these states are

permissible - 8/9 are Paul! blocked. At short ranges, the two nucleon system

is in the state

AA>

while at large r

pn>

the total state is then given by

X = f1(r)|pn> + f2(r)|AA>

f (r) « 1 r close

f2(r) « 1 r far

if we make f£^r) narrow, it costs us kinetic energy from

Ax Ap = M

* 3%
KE = < x T x> = f.(r)

this is a repulsive core type of interaction.



Several groups have tried to use simple potentials to calculate

energies of. 6 quark systems (Maltman-Isgur). Mi's calculation gives

a) 2 3-quark clusters (deuteron)

b) core

c) problematic Van der Waals

For a more precise treatment, we will use the SU(2) p exchange model. To

calculate the isospin magnetic interaction due to p exchange, as before

(a • a.)(x • t.)
j J J

a B

(written to group the i and j operators). In the nucleon case, there are 4

possible states

n+ n+ pt p +

this leads to SU(4) with 15 generators. These generators are

transition

J T n «- p

3 a + -e-

9 cJT nt -»• p+ spinflips

all generators are composed of a and T pieces. Using the J analogy
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= - U[ I g " g " - _ I _ ( o ^ a.) I (rL- *.)]

N(y [ C4(tot) - NC4(q) -

Now we go to color spin SU(6)

R H B H Gt+ (red, blue, green)

II 8
U = - j [C6(tot) - C3(tot) - -j J(J+1) - 16N]

Now to calculate the hyperfine interaction, plug in the C's. If we are

looking at hadrons, the Casimir of SU(3) drops out, since hadrons are color

singlets. For the A, we have

symmetric in spin and isospin

antisymmetric in color spin

Using the Young tableaux for SU(6), we find

20 dimensional representation C(20) = 42

for the nucleons

70 dimensional representation C(70) = 66

The A-N mass splitting is given by

= T (̂ 2)
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using the same technique for the a, we get (note: a nice explanation of

Young's tableaux is included in F. Close's book An Introduction to Quarks and

Partons-)

Cg: singlet state

03: singlet state

S: 0

M(a) = - (16N)

= M(4A)

The most likely bound dibaryon is the dilambda (H particle). This is due to

the maximization of Ct through the maximization of symmetry.

u

u

d

d

s

s

- repeated flavors lower the Casimir

- 2 M A = 2

this overestimates the binding - it neglects SU(3) breaking

s-u

s-s interactions

u-u
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with a type of wave functions, H 16 not bound, T is too large. But this

treatment has neglected a change in size...

change in size + lower energy + binding

The color magnetic force gives a weak binding. However, in such a weakly

bound state, the constituents spend 70% of their time outside the range of the

potential. Calculations using rigid confining bags are using the wrong wave

function when they say the dibaryon is not bound. It costs some energy to

keep the system in the bag all the time. Now let us summarize:

H-dibaryons: 6 quark systems. Bag and lattice calculations seem to

conflict. The main difficulty Is that all of the present descriptions are

inadequate for weakly bound systems. The constituents spend significant

amounts of time outside the range of V. Some constraints are:

2
(f^ + V) 4, = E*

at larger r, where V = 0

— - K - ^ = 200 MeV
r

BE is the binding energy

Also, the wave functions, because of weak binding, must look like 2A wave

functions.
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8.2 Weakly bound two meson systems

Consider the Schroedinger equation for a weakly bound two-meson

system

m,: quark mass

m =m =330 MeV

2 U d

, p , „ . N . _ , m = 510 MeV
{f- + V/ ) i|> = EIJJ s
2lJ ml m2 ^ = 500 MeV

M = 140 MeV
IT

where we assume that the interaction potential is a short range effective

hyperfine Interaction inversely proportional to the product of quark masses

2u = = meson mass

M V
p + — — = E M i|)

m^nu m

M V
Such an equation has a bound state if the function (——) is sufficiently

ml m2
large. Since V is unknown, we cannot give a quantitative estimate, we can

compare different systems

For a TTTT system, m^ = m~ = 330, M = 140

1 2 (330)

for a KK. system, m-i = 510, m9 = 330, M = 500

M V

m m = (51O)(33O) = 2.97 x 10 V

This is the optimum value. For higher masses the value drops again. Two
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Xcolor *

Xcolor

We cannot do this for more than 3 quarks though. We cannot write an effective

potential. For example, take a Aq system. The wave function of a 4q system

is a 2x2 matrix in color space. This wave function is not gauge invariant if

we transform only the quarks. The requirement of transforming quarks and

gluons makes writing an effective interaction difficult. Even a confining

potential is unphysical since as q's are separated, a qq pair is formed.

8. A Study of Multlquark Systems

So there are many difficulties involved in extrapolating what we

know in the qq and qqq cases to higher number multiquark systems. There are

new effects that we cannot calculate. Now we will try to overcome some of

these difficulties to get quantitative or semiquantitative results. First,

let us begin by reviewing why multiquark systems are exotic and weakly

bound. To do this let us begin with a potential model that is like the p

exchange model formerly used for the deuteron- The potential is of the form

<U> = y X • X <U(r )>
i j lj

- j C(N) - n C(3)

where X's are the operators for color (analogous to a's for angular momentum),

C is a constant, n is the number of particles.
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What we obtain from such a potential model is a binding energy that

is proportional to the number of particles, so the mass of a hadron is

proportional to the number of quarks. This result was first found by Narabu.

Nambu supposed that hadrons are bound by one gluon exchange, and arrived at:

the hadron mass formula:

Any multiquark system will simply break up into

o f 3cl a n d W sets'

M(H) = AQ nq(H)

M(qq) = 2mQ
 a

Before going onto look at more multiquark systems, it is useful to review some

angular momentum algebra. Recall:

J2 - J2 + J2 + J2

x y z

2
J * = jCj+l)^ J is the total angular momentum J « J + J

Jr J2 -1 v\ ~ A

= \ [JT(JT+D - j^j^D - J2(j2+D]

this standard algebra may be generalized to N bodies

1

V a i = 2
i J z

but

1 i
i j

ai I ai ~



so

and

I

J

recall

\

ffi

V

. 2
• °1

= 2S

• °r

= 3N

40

S: total spin

N is the number of particles

so finally, the N body generalization is

V °j = T {(2S)2 " 3N}

Y {4S(S+1) - 3N}

This is an example of the group SU(2). With the example of angular momentum

as a guide, we can now look at different groups. Let us begin by looking at

the group of transformations

u d (or p n)

there are four possible transformations

u + d Number of transformations

u •>• u identity: 1

d •»• u operators: 3

d -»• d total: 4
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9

The number of operators for SU(n) is given by n1" - 1. This treatment may be

generalized to n states. For example: quarks with spin

if there are n states:

2
n

1

n 2- 1

transitions

is an identity

operators

For all of these cases we can make the same kind of construction. By taking

the. sum of the squares of all of the generators, you get an operator like J~

that commutes with all the operators, and has eigenvalues determined by the

appropriate Lie algebra. One can do this with SU(3). Begin with the

9

generators of SU(3) and construct a quantity analogous to J , and find its

eigenvalues. Structurally all of the groups work the same way in this

respect. For SU(3)

u = \ i

= - {C(N) - n C(3)} U - - C(3)

here C(N) is the eigenvalue of the Casimir operator. The singlet state value

for C is 0. (Note: compare the expression above to the angular momentum

case.)



8.1 Multiquark systems from hadrons

How do we use our present knowledge? There are several multiquark

systems to consider:

(1) "a" particle 4q all in the same s state 2-body interaction taken

from ordinary hadrons.

(2) deuteron A weakly bound set of quarks, short-range

potential., a large fraction of the time, q's exist

as mesons outside the range of the potential.

(3) Q s Q q A system of heavy quarks (Q) and light quarks (q).

The dynamics may be separated, avoiding problems

with color.

Now let us consider these systems in greater detail.

"a" particle. Consideration of the a particle uses the dominance of

the color magnetic field. The color electric field saturates and does not

give strongly bound states. The color magnetic field is not saturated, and is

large. For example:

Color magnetic: MA - MN = 300 MeV

Color electric: Binding energy of 2H = 2.2 MeV

The color magnetic force results from one gluon exchange, while color electric

forces require more gluons. In light of these considerations, it is

reasonable to neglect the color electric force with respect to the color

magnetic for d's and deuterons. Consider N-N Interactions. We observe:

a) Short-range repulsion

b) Long-range interaction described by one pion exchange (OPE)

c) Intermediate attraction
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OPE. One pion exchange is not described by six quark dynamics. A

pion is a pion, whether we discuss quarks or not

Repulsive core. Can the Pauli principle explain the repulsive

core? If p and n are considered to be fundamental, the Pauli principle does

not apply to them, as they are distinguishable particles. Perhaps though, by

applying Pauli's principle to quarks that compose protons and neutrons, we can

arrive at a repulsive core.

This question is an open one. Can the quar'. Itative behavior be

explained? This question is important when considering six quark dibaryons.

Intermediate attraction. Can quarks and a 2-body potential produce

this interaction?.

The Feynman diagrams that we might consider are:

Direct Interaction!

This diagram gives no contribution,

(between color singlets - the gluon

octet cannot couple)

Two Gluons

Two gluon exchange
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Exchange interaction

A one gluon exchange

a quark exchange

The exchange interaction involves the overlap of wave functions, a

nd does not give long-range forces. It is sensitive to the wave function

tails and is difficult to calculate.

Now consider quark matter a particles (real a particles), ex's are

thought of as 4 nucleons, but could be considered a system of 12 quarks. The

Pauli principle does not prevent this. But we must deal with Pauli,

Heisenberg, and Fermi all at the same time (uncertainty principle, hyperfine

splitting). Consider

Pauli Fermi

U + U+ Lit A A

4- 4. 4. color singlet

d-t- di d+ A +
4 - 4 - 4 -

A +

When we put everything together we get A's. It also costs us 1200 MeV to put

4 nucleons together (by hyperfine). While |n+> and |p+> can occupy the same

state, when we look at the quarks

jd+d+u4-> |u4-u4-d+>

we get:
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3 colors couple to a color singlet

3 d's antisymmetric in color A

3 U's antisymmetric in color A

We get A's again. Only 1/9 of the nucleon configurations in these states are

permissible - 8/9 are Paul! blocked. At short ranges, the two nucleon system

is in the state

AA>

while at large r

pn>

the total state is then given by

X = f1(r)|pn> + f2(r) AA>

f (r) « 1 r close

f2(r) « 1 r far

if we make f2(r) narrow, it costs us kinetic energy from

Ax Ap

KE = < X | T | X > - f*(r)

this is a repulsive core type of interaction.
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Several groups have tried to use simple potentials to calculate

energies of 6 quark systems (Maltman-Isgur). Mi's calculation gives

a) 2 3-quark clusters (deuteron)

b) core

c) problematic Van der Waals

For a more precise treatment, we will use the SU(2) p exchange model. To

calculate the isospin magnetic interaction due to p exchange, as before

(O • O )(T • T )

j J J

, <°" to v
a 6

(written to group the i and j operators). In the nucleon case, there are 4

possible states

n + p+

this leads to SU(4) with 15 generators. These generators are

transition

3 T n «- p

3 a

n+ + p+ spinflips

all generators are composed of a and x pieces. Using the J^ analogy



v a a
U = - U[ I g±Sl -
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(0 • a ) i\' * )]

= £ [ C.(tot) - NC.(q) - C_ - CT + N(

Now we go to color spin SU(6)

Rt+ Bt+ G H (red, blue, green)

II ft
U = - j [C6(tot) - C3(tot) - y J(J+1) - 16N]

Now to calculate the hyperfine interaction, plug in the C's. If we are

looking at hadrons, the Casimir of SU(3) drops out, since hadrons are color

singlets. For the A, we have

symmetric in spin and isospin

antisymmetric in color spin

Using the Young tableaux for SU(6), we find

20 dimensional representation C(20) = 42

for the nucleons

70 dimensional representation C(70) = 66

The A-N mass splitting is given by

M - M = —
A nN 2
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using the same technique for the a, we get (note: a nice explanation of

Young's tableaux is included in F. Close's book An Introduction to Quarks and

Partons.)

C,: singlet state

C-j: singlet state

S: 0

M(o) = | (16N)

M(4A)

The most likely bound dibaryon is the dilambda (H particle). This is due to

the maximization of C^ through the maximization of symmetry.

u

u

d

d

s

s

- repeated flavors lower the Casimir

"H - " 2MA = " 2

this overestimates the binding - it neglects SU(3) breaking

s-u

s-s interactions

u-u



with a type of wave functions, H is not bound, T is too large. But this

treatment has neglected a change in size...

change in size + lower energy + binding

The color magnetic force gives a weak binding. However, in such a weakly

bound state, the constituents spend 70% of their time outside the range of the

potential. Calculations using rigid confining bags are using the wrong wave

function when they say the dibaryon is not bound. It costs some energy to

keep the system in the bag all the time. Now let us summarize:

H-dibaryons: 6 quark systems. Bag and lattice calculations seem to

conflict. The main difficulty is that all of the present descriptions are

inadequate for weakly bound systems. The constituents spend significant

amounts of time outside the range of V. Some constraints are:

2

r- + v)

at larger r, where V = 0

s—1 K . m^i = 200 MeVr

BE is the binding energy

Also, the wave functions, because of weak binding, must look like 2A wave

functions -
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8.2 Weakly bound two meson systems

Consider the Schroedinger equation for a weakly bound two-meson

system

m.: quark mass

m =m = 330 MeV

2 U d

,v>_ , „ / \ , v, m = 510 MeV
( , + V/ ) <|i = E\|J s

2 u m l m 2 Mjc = 500 MeV
M - 140 MeV

IT

where we assume that the interaction potential is a short range effective

hyperfine interaction inversely proportional to the product of quark masses

2p = = meson mass

M V

p2 + -s— = E M f
ml m2

M V
Such an equation has a bound state if the function (——) is sufficiently

ml m2
large. Since V is unknown, we cannot give a quantitative estimate, we can

compare different systems

For a TTTT system, m-̂  = D&2 = 330, M = 140

M V
- ~ = 1 4 Q •» V = 1.29 x 10"3V
1 2 (330)

for a KK system, m-i = 510, m~ = 330, M = 500

M V

m ^ " = (510X330) = 2" 9 7 x 1 0" 3 v

This is the optimum value. For higher masses the value drops again. Two



to calculate (——) we use many of the tricks involved in calculating the
gv N

magnetic moments

BV <p

nt>

3 t. P+>z +'
1/2

<Pt|(s
+
u+sd)(s

+
u-sd)|pt>

TJT

2-3/4
3/4 = 5/3

This is the wrong value to be quoted as coming from the quark model. We

cheated ... we assumed that

) = 1
q

for a nucleon, the expression is

in this case we have one piece of data, and one free parameter. Electroweak

g,
theory says that (-̂ ) = i but this is not for the same quarks. At present,

8 q8V q

we can discuss two models:
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Quark-Parton

We know the constituent parts (quark)

but not the hadron wave functions.

Structure functions are measured to

get a measure of the nucleon wave

functions -

Quarks behave as pointlike particles

in deep inelastic scattering. There

is GWS coupling.

Quasinuclear with Color

We know the hadronic wave functions

but not the constituent parts. Po

tential models give wave functions

exactly. We do not know quark

masses interactions...

Hadronic wave functions are given by

simple potential model calculations.

QCD

QCD should provide the connection between these models. There has not been

much communication between them yet. The question to ask now is "What more

can we learn?" We might look at g.. To do this, begin by noting the property

) 2S t , ) 2S t ] =L zi +i u zj -j
. - 2T = 1

zi z

now look at the element

|
x i

ZS t_
k J J

where the x sums over nuclear states

gA = 1 - <p|t+|x><x|t_|p> + I <p|t_|x>*x|t+|p>

in this sum, only the A contributes

2 2



Adler and others used experimental values to calculate the sum of the elements

above- We need to be able to calculate matrix elements between p and n, and

we should also be able to get the excited state contributions. More advanced

treatments of this problem are examples of the use of baryon spectroscopy.

2
Modelers can always bring the value of (gA) down. This in itself is not

particularly significant. However, if model can also be used to predict

excited states, the it will have achieved something significant. A typical

problem that you would like to describe is that of pion-nucieon scattering

near a resonance. There are two models that we might compare and constrast.

They are the quark-proton model and the quasinuclear model. The quark-proton

model is more fundamental, but it gives us no way of getting hadronic

properties. On the other hand, the quasinuclear model gives the hadronic

properties, but does not address the question of what are the fundamental

constituents. There are several considerations:

1) Dressed quarks? Should we use an approach, analogous to constituent

electrons in an atom with a Coulomb field, where we look at each valence

quark, including its portion of the sea quarks and glue?

2) Lorentz invariance. The question to be answered is how large is the ocean

of qq pairs? It is not Lorentz invariant, and a simple diagram

illustrates this.

The production of sea quarks might be diagrammed at

or alternately as
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by looking at the diagram below we can see the problems of Lorentz invariance

Simultaneity

,' B

/-"Simultaneity

A gluon emitted at A produces a qq pair at B. One of the produced quarks

annihilates with one of the original quarks at C, producing a gluon. By

taking different lines of simultaneity we get different pictures of how many

quarks there are. If the lines of simultaneity are vertical, there is a span

of time where there are more than two quarks. If we take a diagonal line of

simultaneity, there is never more than one quark. This demonstrates the

problem of Lorentz invariance for sea quarks.

10- Exotics - A Continuation

It is Interesting to consider the meson spectrum and possible states

called glueballs. When we have discussed hadrons, we have talked only of

consltltuent quarks. But hadrons really consist of qq pairs and gluons as

well as 3q systems. Some have talked in a similar way about constituent

gluons being bound together by exchanging gluons. The idea of bound glue

comes directly from the properties of SU(3) non-abelian gauge theoreis. A

Feyntnan diagram describing bound glue might be

Recall that gluons may produce qq pairs. But how might such states be seen?
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One way of trying to observe exotic states is to try to find certain particles

that may only be constructed via a certain process. For example:

ls0

\

exotic states
4_ (4 quarks, gluons ... etc)

We should look to the mass spectra for exotic states. To do this, we might go

back to quarkonium and look at its spectrum first, for we need to understand

the mass spectrum before we can pick out the exotics.

The best data for quarkonium energy levels comes from the heavy

quarks, where the spectrum really looks like hydrogen energy levels.

4s

3s quarkonium states

2s

Is

The question we now address is why the cc (charmonium) states are narrow while

the p is broad?

Note: Since the uncertainty principle states AEAt = Ji/2, the width of a

state in energy is an indication of its lifetime T L = yrz,
 a n d

therefore the rate at which a particular process proceeds. Broad

states (large AE) indicate a short lifetime, while narrow states

(small AE) indicate a longer lifetime.

To begin considering the cc and p, we recall the OZI rule (Okubo 1963, Zweig
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1964, Iizuka 1966). The OZI rule states that processes represented by

disconnected diagrams are greatly suppressed. The p decay is given by

Width r = 100 MeV

The cc decay that is favored, but forbidden by energy conservation is

Vf'

This diagram would be favored if

it were not forbidden by energy

conservation.

This leaves us with the next diagram

This process for cc decay is strongly suppressed because of the OZI rule - it

is a disconnected diagram. The strong suppression leads to a narrow width of

r = 0.063 MeV. The OZI rule also explains $ decay. Two possible schemes are

4>
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Phase space considerations favor the process on the right, but the OZI rule

suppresses this process. The process on the left, <|> •> K K proceeds as the

dominant one. (Ref. Perkins, Introduction of High Energy Physics).

We might ask why the OZI rule is true. Vector meson decays

described by unconnected diagrams require the production of at least 3 gluons

3
to conserve color and charge configuration. This suppresses the process by g

where g is the strong coupling constant. The gluons carry 4 momentum and as

the q masses get larger, the coupling constants g get smaller (asymtotic

freedom) so the states get narrower. Suppression grows as g .

All of this discussion is fine until you try to make it

quantitative. Take the following example that illustrates the problem. Why

is <|> + f) IT forbidden since d> + K K , why can't the process be

How is it that the K K pair remembers that it came from a <j>? Flavor

disappearance by annihilation requires 2 or 3 gluons.

10.1 Flavor mixing

Now consider how flavors of quarks might mix. Nine states may be

make from

u u

d 3

s s

Since uu, ss and dd all have the same quantum numbers, they can mix.
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Coupling Is flavor

independent

(similar to a nuclear bubble diagram)

This state may be described

» |*0>
<I 0>

0 I

A family of particles results from the specific mixing of flavors. We can

tabulate how the mixture produces each family

Mixture

(uu-dd)

Pseudoscalar Vector Tensor

A2

—- (uu+dd)

n.

ss

mixed

Adding the s quark costs some energy because ot the s mass- ij> + p TT is

forbidden because <j> is a vector particle, f -*• irir is forbidden because f is a

tensor particle. Things are different for the pseudoscalars. They vary by a

2 gluon exchange, and the 2 gluon state is stronger.

After our long discussion of quarkonium spectra, decay processes,

flavor mixing, we return to quarkonium. We can look at mixing In the spectra
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3s

2s

Is

_ _ ^ • * "

_ ~ ~ "

^ * • "

nn ns

n -

%

-- Cni7+d3')

n
- (ss )

nonet mixing

The eigenvalues actually lie In-between the two states- To really do this

problem correctly, we must know

1) Nonperturbatlve solutions of n and n

2) The interactions

3) Radial excitations and wave functions

Care must be taken In doing this calculation since It includes a model

dependent cutoff-

I appreciate very much the help of Christopher Fasano in preparing

the lecture notes.


